Ecological Economics

Climate adaptation policy lock-ins
Despite urgent need and available strategies to adapt to the
impacts of climate change, limited action prevails. Aiming to
understand systemic ‘lock-ins’ that hinder adaptation, this
project takes an empirical and theoretically reflective
approach, to analyze climate adaptation governance in the
policy sectors water management, health care, and nature
conservation – in Germany, the Netherlands, and the UK.
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Methods
The project uses a comparative, mixed methods approach to
understand why lock-ins arise and persist in each case. Cases
are selected from three sectors (water, health, nature
conservation) – 2 cases each – within three countries
(Germany, the Netherlands, UK), leading to an overall sample
of 18 more or less locked-in policy subsystems.
Data is gathered through documents, interviews,
questionnaires, and focus group discussions. In-depth
analysis relies on an innovative mix of process-tracing
methods, combined with systems analysis techniques to
identify case-specific lock-in situations. Finally, we employ
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) to better understand
the broader dynamics and patterns of lock-ins as they affect
climate adaptation.
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Figure: Design of the project with dependent variable – rigidity/
inertia in policy systems (degree of lock-in) and independent
variables – mutually reinforcing factors/feedbacks mechanisms.
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Motivation
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Parallel to mitigation efforts, there is an urgent need to adapt
to the impacts of climate change. Adaptation strategies are
available, yet limited action prevails. Institutions, infrastructures, and behaviors appear to be rigid and resistant to
change. This project goes beyond ‘barriers to adaptation’
focused on in previous literature and delve into systemic-level
mechanisms and path dependencies that inhibit transformative change.

Research Questions
• Why haven’t pressures to adapt to impacts of climate
change resulted in concrete adaptation policies or their
implementation?
• In what ways do mechanisms of mutually reinforcing
factors create and sustain lock-ins to the detriment of
climate change adaptation?
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